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Editorial

Aspire is a pool of possibilities and innovative approach to its goal to become a global investment and business hub.

Following the foundation of its 20 years of investment and business management experience, Aspire World Investments are proud to introduce many new ventures in all sectors of business to name a few is future technology, automation, intelligent business solutions, aviation, shipping and real-estate to name a few.

2018 will be the year of growth and development of Aspire and its partners all around the globe as we intend to invest and lunch many new services and products that will benefit investors and our members. We shall see more summits, business events and greater market reach.

The brand new Aspire monthly magazine is one of the planned initiatives the the group took to benefit its partners and clients. This Magazine is redesigned to be more informative and versatile. Giving the readers a glimpse of activities and economical events all around the world, including Aspire summits and events.

I hope to see much better footprint of this magazine in the coming future and will hope to grow every month.

- Chief Editor
CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

Mr. Anthony Moore

It is with a sense of humility combined with pride and honour that I recently accepted Dr Munir Ahmad Ch’s most gracious offer to assume the role of Chairman of the Board of Directors of Aspire World Investments (AWI).

Aspire Investment Summits, each of which are based on a thematic concept designed to foster future economic growth and development and indeed prosperity, through sustainability, of the population at large. Each summit provides an opportunity to showcase innovative investment opportunities and to share the knowledge and experience of AWI partners around the globe.

The Aspire Business Hub is hosting an increasing number of companies seeking to develop a presence, build relationships and transact business in the GCC, MENA and Saudi Arabia. The Hub is designed to minimize operating costs and optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of having a physical presence in Dubai.

Aspire Industrial/Investment Parks a truly world scale venture presenting a huge opportunity for AWI and its partners. Personally, and having live and worked in 6 countries, 9 cities and done business in 30 more, I can identify with and get very excited about this laudable initiative. Everything that AWI does has global implications, positive ramifications and potential benefits for many people. and then there is Dr Munir himself. We will do and achieve even greater success, to the benefit of all, together. I am extremely proud to be part of the team.

With Best Regards,

Tony possess more than 40 years’ experience in the global financial services industry and has transacted business in 20+ countries during his long and distinguished career.

In the past he has held positions including Managing Directorship of European Corporate Finance at Bankers Trust; Member of the Board of Directors of Bankers Trust International; and more notably in Goldman Sachs, Hong Kong, where he was Managing Director.

He was also Head of Investment Banking in Japan, and was responsible for the firm’s relations with FTSE 100 companies at Goldman Sachs in the U.K.
The January 2018 Summit Theme

Capital confidence is one of the most visible indicators towards influx of the foreign direct investment. The Capital confidence is indicative of conducive market conditions and investment climate.

There are certain factors that induce and influence Capital confidence:

1. Economic policies
2. Monetary controls
3. Market outlook
4. Taxation
5. Energy
6. Competitiveness
7. Infrastructure
8. Leadership vision

If we carefully analyze the above mentioned points, we achieve a very comprehensive consensus that United Arab Emirates is indeed a welcome hub for the foreign investors seeking secure & viable investment opportunities.

Aspire World Investments LLC (AWI) is fully aware of the potential and possibilities oozing out of the Capital confidence induced and maintained by the visionary leadership of United Arab Emirates.

Capitalizing upon the Capital confidence, we invested into Aspire Business Hub in Dubai last year with the view to facilitate foreign trade and investment opportunities in UAE.

Foreign investors and corporates from across the world have been joining Aspire Business Hub. We aspire to foster the positivity and the Capital confidence of foreign investors to join Aspire Business Hub and reap the success, abundance and prosperity by investing in the most prosperous and healthy investment climate in the world.
KEYNOTE SPEECH

Dr. Munir Ahmad Ch.
President AWI

Good evening Ladies & Gentlemen,

A very warm welcome to our 14th Aspire Investment Summit. This being overdue I hereby wish you all a very happy and prosperous new year. I hope you all are doing great. As you know that Aspire World Investments is a distinctively finest cohesive investment group owing to its unparalleled perfectionism, certainty and out of the box resolutions for sustainable economy.

We are developing smart industrial infrastructure, supporting the innovative projects, helping sustainable growth and working with new ideas to shape the future economy.

The very purpose of these summits is to share knowledge, experiences & opportunities. The whole idea is to encourage business relationships and promote our partners.

This month our theme is “Capital confidence”

“Capital confidence” is one of the most visible indicators towards influx of the foreign direct investment.

In my opinion, the Capital confidence is indicative of conducive market conditions and investment climate. There are certain factors that induce and influence Capital confidence; Likewise: Economic policies, Monetary controls, Market outlook, Taxation & Leadership vision etc.

If we carefully analyze the points which I just mentioned, we achieve a very comprehensive consensus that United Arab Emirates is indeed a welcome hub for the foreign investors seeking secure & viable investment opportunities.

AWI is fully aware of the potential and possibilities oozing out of the Capital confidence induced and maintained by the visionary leadership of United Arab Emirates. Capitalizing upon the Capital confidence, we invested into Aspire Business Hub in Dubai last year with the view to facilitate foreign trade and investment opportunities in UAE. Foreign investors and corporates from across the world have been joining Aspire Business Hub.

I am very pleased to have positioned AWI as one of the most welcoming business groups in the region. We aspire to foster the positivity and the Capital confidence of foreign investors to join Aspire Business Hub and reap the success, abundance and prosperity by investing in the most prosperous and healthy investment climate in the world.

We, as businessmen work with people and our interaction carries direct impact on the people & also on the environment. We’ve seen some great examples of businesses changing lives for good. I propose a greater collaboration in shape of focused partnerships, alliances and associations. This teamwork will shape a better future on this beautiful planet.

A future full of health, happiness, abundance and prosperity. As part of our group strategy for a prosperous future, we’re investing in the future together with our friends. Our investments include Aspire Investment Parks in Pakistan along China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).

Ladies & Gentlemen, as I always says that AWI is a platform for everyone, who wants to dive into the world of endless possibilities. You just have to aspire and we will help you shaping your ideas into reality.

AWI is all yours!!!

“AWI regularly hosts monthly Aspire Investment Summits. Each of these ultra-high profile summits are based on thematic concepts fostering the future economy. These summits not only provide a platform to showcase innovative investment opportunities; we also share the knowledge & experiences through our partners from across the globe.”
16th
SUMMIT
2018

27 February
6pm Tuesday

Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce

The President of Aspire World Investments cordially invites you to be part of the future economy

Diversity Drives
Summit Highlights

From little things, big things grow: How Aspire World Investment’s summit has become one of the popular events for the investors in one short year.

Aspire World Investments 14th Summit with the theme Capital Confidence has been successfully down right on 30th January, 2018 at Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce & Industries.

Delegates including investors, business councils and ambassadors from across the globe emphasized on the Capital confidence which is one of the most visible indicators towards influx of the foreign direct investment.

What an awesome evening. We met new faces, made new partnerships, and caught up with new and old customers alike. His Highness Mr. Usama (Ambassador of Maldives) was there to attend this mega event.

Event began with the presidential speech and a warm welcoming to guests who came there all the way to attend this mega event. Sponsors of the event deliver and present their project in front of audience one by one. For the final stint keynote speakers have been invited to the stage.

Dr. Mustafa Taherali Saasa one of our keynote speaker, a chairman and Managing Director of Raj Group of companies, UAE. As member of world water council he has been working for “WATER” which is most important element of life at international level. Mr. Bader Hirsh
Summit Highlights

Gregory Gottlieb & Dr. Munir Ahmad

Raffaella Carnevale & Sheikh Muhammad Noman

FERRU representatives with HH Sheikh Muhamed Al Khaledi

Marinella Andaloro, Marco Tusino & Raffaella Carnevale

Saeed Al Khabbaz, Syed Pervaiz Nasir & Dr. Munir Ahmad

Dex-tek representatives with Dr. Qaiser Anis & Dr. Munir Ahmad
FERRU - a company based in Russia. It involves Innovative Production, the creation of the best manufacturer of formwork and scaffolding. With the manufacture of innovative products and improved characteristics, FERRU will take a leading position in the market.

FERRU manufactured steel is 3-4 times better than the other and product is lighter with the same strength and characteristics. Added to it, 1.5 – 2 times more products from 1 ton.

Labeling Technology:

The possibility of applying labeling on any surface of product while manufacturing.

Wide choice of designations (10 code, 20 codes, security codes)

High readability of the laser tag, due to high definition images.

High abrasion resistance.

Adjustment of the dimensions and depth of combustion depending on the product.

Absence of mechanical impact and contact with the product.

Unique items: Each label contains unique identifier through which synchronized information of product.

Management Accounting: Scanning labels allows to keep the static of products.

Inventory Accounting: Location data is stored in cloud storage when scanning label system.

Scanning of the mark allows to get characteristics of the product [Type, Mass, Time & Place of manufacture, Operational data]

Legal Protection, Each label represents an electronic certificate, by which get all the information about the product.

Mr. Vladimir Pronin (CEO of FERRU with his coordinator)
AX Financial Group is a company with innovative financial products, high-quality solutions and top experts with many years of experience in the financial world. They push the boundaries of currency trading – both FX and CRYPTO and provide only best solutions for their clients.

We are distinguished by the integrity of the offer, excellent partner relations and individual client treatment.

**AX crypto**

AX Crypto is an investment product based on cryptocurrency trading. Each Client has his own individual trading account with full transparency and insight 24/7. Trading is performed by top experts who achieve extremely high returns on investment.

Investing into Blockchain technology projects now is very lucrative and profitable. Contract duration is not defined, which brings investors several possibilities to add or withdraw funds at any time.

**PROFIT:** In 2017 we made more than 500% profit for Clients, depends on when the Client invested.

**PORSCHE GT3 CUP Middle East 2018**

We are proud to be part of PORSCHE GT3 Cup Race this season.

The GT3 Cup Challenge Middle East is based on the highly successful Porsche formula for one-make series racing. Season 9 has first round in Bahrain International Circuit, then two in Dubai Autodrome, one in Yas Marina track in Abu Dhabi and then two again in Bahrain. And what is more, Porsche GT3 CUP CHALLENGE also supports Formula 1 Grand Prix in Bahrain, in April 2018.

Our driver Carsten Tilke is an active GT racing driver (previous successes e.g. Overall victory at the 24h Dubai, 2009).

Carsten is Partner of Tilke GmbH & Co. KG and since 2017 Managing Director Tilke Engineers & Architects established in 1983, which is recognized as the world’s leading designer for racetrack and test facilities. Besides developments directly relating to the automotive sector, Tilke is also involved in the design of hotels, administration buildings, housing projects, malls, and any sports and leisure facilities.

Yas Marina Circuit Abu Dhabi and Viceroy Hotel are in between all the other engineer projects all over the world their biggest.
Summit Presenters

Dr. Usman Zafar

Mr. Khurram Dokra

Mr. Haseeb Nawaz

Mr. Vladimir Pronin (CEO of FERRU)

Mr. Ali Saleem representing Climate Cron

Syed Dr. Qaiser Anis
International Property Show

The International Property Show (IPS) is the Middle East’s Biggest Property Sales Platform for local and international real estate markets. It is the best place to meet and do business with top-tier investors and property professionals from across the globe. The show is the only event of its kind that allows retail sale and purchases for both local and international properties.

IPS is a Mega Property Sales Platform where exclusive deals to end-users / investors will be offered during the 3-day event. It will enable developers to sell their project offerings onsite at much lower prices attractive to property seekers looking to explore from a wide range of properties. The Only Transactional Platform where you can close the deal at the moment with all the paperwork (that’s how you won’t miss any international clients)

Aspire World Investments LLC & IPS

With the unremarkable track record AWI achieves huge market around the globe so it will be easy for AWI to market your products in front of the leading investors.

As huge names in the TV industry are AWI’s Media Partner such as geo etc, so marketing your products on media, social media news paper will be quite easy. The venue of this event IPS is DWTC as one knows! Mr. Khaled al khoory the member of the Board of Directors for world trade centre is AWI’s partener as well.

The show is open to wide spectrum of stakeholders that include project consultants, developers, real estate brokers, financial institutions, banks, asset managers, landscapers and facility manager, to name few, as it is, the International Property Show presents a wealth of options for you to choose from:

- Exhibit to promote and sell your products, projects and services.
- Advertise to benefit from our extensive marketing reach.
- Sponsor the event to extend your local and regional visibility

It is also important that International Property Show is co-located and organized alongside three major events drawing an international appeal to over 20,000 visitors and qualified leads:

Investment Meeting (AIM)

The 8th Annual Investment Meeting (ATM) is the world’s premier emerging market focused FDI event organized by the UAE Ministry of Economy and under the Patronage of HH Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President of the UAE and Ruler of the Emirates of Dubai.

The Dubai International Government Achievement Exhibition (DIGAE)

The Dubai International Government Achievement Exhibition (DIGAE) is an independent tech-innovation platform and a policy framework for public service excellence exchange and knowledge transfer amongst fast developing economies and more established nations.

Future Cities

We Want to make people discover the infinite potential of the world’s leading urban cities projects and show them how they will look like in the future. Future Cities Show is showcasing solutions for the future of our cities by developing Sustainability driven through Innovation which will lead to a Happy Society.

Further, this is an opportunity which comes in a year or two! But you are suppose to work for the full year! And to run a good business what an organization needs? Client, customer or an organization who will buy sell or deal with the other one. Now because of this IPS you’ve the chance to get 750 leads on an average!!! 750 leads/companies/organization/clients are somehow way more than enough to empty your stock for the year and continue.

For more information Contact us anytime:
The Climate Controled!

Cryptocurrency “Climate Cron” is a new financial instrument, based on a blockchain technology, and it is provided by a real asset - fresh water, and it is intended for free circulation at cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange” and serves as a universal means of payment for the participants of global market of water resources. The initial value of 1 “Climate Cron” is equal to the cost of 1 barrel of fresh water.

To accomplish this global task, company BITonFly LLC in a strategic partnership with Climate Global Control Trading LLC and supported by UAE Government, proceeds to the creation of UAE global climate node (hub) Global Climate Hub on trade of climate services with single information space which is provided by special thematic Internet resource with Climate.tvonfly.ae.

“CRON Exchange” (www.cronexchange.com) is an international cryptocurrency exchange, created on a blockchain technology, and where cryptocurrency Climate Cron freely will circulate. The participants of global market of water resources on “CRON Exchange” can carry on their activities on purchase, sale and exchange of cryptocurrency Climate Cron.

The competition of modern financial technology, based on blockchain and cryptocurrencies, actually boils down to competition between different management models.

The concept of monetization of global market of water resources, based on the creation and development of ecosystem of cryptocurrency. Climate Cron, provided by barrels of water, is a unique and innovative model of management of the economy.

This management model will allow major holders of Climate Cron to effectively manage of global market of water resources by regulating the market rate of Climate Cron, increasing or reducing the sentence of cryptocurrency Climate Cron.
Maximising your reach!

Aspire Business Hub (ABH) is a unique initiative program taken by Aspire World Investment to host companies from around the world to expand their businesses worldwide.

Opportunities don’t happen unless you create them and ABH provides you unlimited opportunities just after you registered and gives you an opportunity to interact globally and globalization has been a major development in 21st century.

We link your business to our unique network to fulfill your business specific requirements. ABH is designed to minimize operating costs & market penetration with cost effective solutions. ABH also helps its members and associates to establish and expand their businesses at very low cost and less time.

Why to be a member of Aspire Hub?

- Inception
  - Startups
  - Incorporation
  - Infrastructure
  - Corporate Support
  - Structuring
  - Human Assets
  - Project Management

- Business Support
  - Marketing
  - PR
  - Direct Sales
  - B2B Networking
  - Business Development
  - Distribution Channels

- International Cooperation
  - Physical Business Presence
  - 42 Countries Network
  - Business Outreach
  - Corporate Events
  - Expansion Support

- Funding
  - Investor Access
  - Equity Partnerships
  - Project Financing
  - Cost Management
  - Financial Planning
  - Exists

- Promotions
  - Branding
  - Media
  - Cyber Support
  - Planning
  - Promotions
  - Business Plans
  - Feasibilities

Business Activities we indulge in

Free entry in monthly summits organized by AWI
Easy access to more than 140 countries.
Global Exposure through our LIVE programs and Corporate Events.
Providing business and trading service opportunities through our dedicated sales force.
E-Commerce Solution.
Physical offices in 42 countries.

www.aspirebusinesshub.com
LONDON (Reuters) - World stock markets nosedived for a fourth day running on Tuesday, having seen $4 trillion wiped off from what just eight days ago had been record high values.

Europe’s main bourses were down around 2 percent, leaving investors with little option but to seek traditional refuges such as gold XAU= and one of the initial triggers for the selloff - benchmark government bonds.

Wall Street futures [.N] offered a chink of light as they turned higher in Europe but commodities remained gloomy, with oil and industrial metals all tumbling backwards as the year’s upbeat start for markets soured rapidly.

“Playtime is officially over, kids,” analysts at Rabobank said. “Rising volatility painfully reminds some investors that one-way bets don’t exist.”

The stock selloff had been viewed by some as a healthy correction after a rapid rise over the last year but, as it snowballed through Asia and Europe, nerves were starting to fray.

Wall Street’s Dow Jones .DJIA and S&P 500 .SPX benchmarks had slumped 4.6 percent and 4.1 percent on Monday, their biggest drops since August 2011. It was also the Dow’s biggest fall on a pure points basis of all-time and put it in the red for 2018.

Europe’s drop sent the region’s STOXX 600 to its lowest level in six months. There was intense trading activity, with almost 90 percent of the average daily volume traded on Germany’s DAX .GDAXI and Europe’s STOXX 50 .STOXX50 by 1030 GMT, just 2/1-2 hours into the session.


“Price action is clearly driven by technical factors, tied to a brutal awakening of stock volatility,” said Alessandro Balsotti, head of asset management at JCI Capital. “We are undoubtedly in uncharted waters.”
How to Find Your Next Cryptocurrency Investment

The advent of Bitcoin and its stellar rise over the last few years has investors pouring their money into cryptocurrencies by the millions. Cryptocurrencies and blockchain projects achieved impressive returns, as well as dramatic declines. On Feb. 9, 2018, Bitcoin’s value was $8700, about half of its Dec. 2017 high of $19300; nonetheless, it’s still worth about six times as much as it was one year prior.

Now, others who seek to emulate the returns of their peers are looking for the next big thing in the market. There are currently hundreds of alternate cryptocurrencies, referred to as “altcoins.” Often the newest ICO, or initial coin offering, represents an opportunity to multiply one’s investment, but they are also highly risky. However, it’s hard to predict which coins will receive the most attention and why. With the right recipe, a cryptocurrency can achieve sustainable growth and keep it once the bubble pops.

Find the ICOs

The first step is to figure out which initial coin offerings are coming up. With sites like ICOalert, developers have a place to list their upcoming pre-sale and public sale. They can also list other information like the soft cap, buy-in price and team profile. Savvy investors can use sites like these to plan their entry, do research, and have their money ready to invest in the best events.

The popularity of ICOs is shooting through the roof with data supporting the hype. “ICO Alert has seen our amount of unique daily users double every 2 to 4 weeks. The growth is incredible, and validates our view that the community wants an unfiltered list of ICOs. ICO Alert remains the only free-to-list ICO website and the only comprehensive list of active and upcoming ICOs, so we expect the growth to continue,” said Robert Finch, the founder of ICOAlert.

Evaluate the Opportunity

While the rare ICO captures the attention of investors and raises the cryptocurrency it requires, many will inevitably fail. Studying the market is not complicated and gives one a good idea of how the coin will fare. Distribution of the currency

The smart contract that manages the coin’s distribution has specific rules, like how much will be made available, to whom, when, and whether unsold coins will be “burned” (destroyed) or not. Typically, the scarcer a coin is in relation to its supply, the more it will fetch on the open market. Look for information on how many coins will be sold in the closed pre-sale (and what the bonus is for buying at that time), the ICO time window, and more.

Exchange plans

The most bullish thing for any cryptocurrency is to be listed on an exchange. If a place like Coinbase, Bit-trex or Kraken announces plans to list a coin that is still in its ICO phase, this is an excellent sign.

Which blockchain is it built on?

New ICOs must be launched from an existing blockchain, unless they plan on building their own. The chain that the coin is built on determines which existing cryptocurrency one will use to participate in the ICO. A project using Ethereum’s blockchain will require Ether to purchase the new coin. Thus, at first it will be exchangeable only with Ethereums and no other cryptocurrencies. If it uses an obscure chain such as NEO, this could put a cap on price.

Who is on the team?

Look at the team’s composition for expertise and experience in the industry. Every real project will publish a short profile of each member, their history and individual role. A big team full of veterans is favorable.

All about the assets

The white paper is by far the most important determinant of a project’s seriousness. It should be comprehensive, thorough, and explain the technology and purpose of the coin well. Other assets can include videos, blog posts and other contributions from the team.

Check the community

Lastly, the community is a crucial indicator of a cryptocurrency’s potential. Cryptocoin has followings that gather online on websites like Reddit and Bitcoin.org. Github is a great resource as well, and those who can read code can see get a glimpse of how well the project is programmed. Social media is less important, but can also be useful. The hype that a coin receives has a close relationship with its eventual price, because those talking about it are usually investors themselves. Beware of bounties however, a practice that crypto startups use to reward those who spread the good word. Form your own opinion and always take another’s with a grain of salt.

- Investopedia
OUR Partners
STRENGTH & HONOR